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Studio Thinking in the 
Elementary Art Room
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www.studiothinking.org

Creating Community 
in the Studio

Studio Thinking from the Start
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Defined by students...
Making SHoM Kid Friendly

Student input to develop K-6 friendly SHoM:
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I’m An Artist… Gr K-3 (tune of Frare Jacques)
I’m an artist
I use my HANDS
Practice and experiment
With materials and tools
Artistic HANDS

I’m an artist
I use my MIND
Observe and imagine
Think of new ideas
Artistic MIND

I’m an artist
I use my HEART
Make artwork I care about
Always try my best
Artistic HEART

I’m an artist
I use my COMMUNITY
Share ideas and artwork
Learn from other artists
Artistic COMMUNITY
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Creating Community with Art Message: 2nd Grade

Welcome artists!  Today in art we will learn how artists can 
develop their artwork by asking themselves and others, 
"What could I add to make this artwork even better?" 
Artists use their art community by talking with other artists 
to gather ideas for their artwork.

Have you ever worked on an artwork again to make it better?

Creating Community with Art Message: 5th Grade

Welcome Artists!  Today in art we will learn how artists use 
Understand the Art World to decide when an artwork is 
finished.  Artists get feedback on their artwork from others to 
help them rethink and edit their artwork.  Before you are 
finished with a WOW piece, have at least one Artist Partner 
Talk and reflect on the discussion.

How has an Artist Partner Talk helped you on your artwork?
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Creating a Community of Artists in the Studio

How can I develop artistic behavior in my students  
through Understand Art Worlds/Art Community?

● How do artists interact in the art studio?
● What do artists talk about in the art studio?
● What art talk have you had in the art studio?
● How can we help each other grow as artists through 

art talk?
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Identifying Art Talk Categories With Students

Collecting Student Data in the Studio
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Identifying 
Strengths 
& Areas 
for Growth

Goal Setting with Students Based on Area for Growth

Art Community Goal for Art Talk 

We will help people fix mistakes by...

● giving ideas
● trying out the ideas
● not giving up easily
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Opportunity to Review and Reinforce Artistic Behavior

Gearing Lesson to Self Identified Area for Growth
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Celia Knight
Visual Arts Educator
Gates Elementary School
Acton, MA

cknight@abschools.org

Scaffolding a 
Studio Habit of Mind
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PreK

“Tell me the story of your art”
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Portfolio 
Reflections

1st-2nd grade
Group critiques
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Studio Tracker 
with digital 
portfolio (SeeSaw) 
tracker and 
student Artist’s 
Portrait
3rd-5th grade
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Critique process
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Evolution of an artist statement
Middle School:  Artist as Activist
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Studio Habits of Mind
At Ravenswood Elementary School

Where do 
artists get 
ideas?

Creating essential questions around the habits.
Creating a culture

Understanding standards through the lense of the 8 studio habits
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Arts Integration
Developing essential questions around the 8 Studio Habits of Mind

Essential Questions...

1. Engage Big Ideas
2. Provokes deep thought and sustained inquiry

3. Stimulates rethinking of Big Ideas

4. Builds on prior learning and students’ interests
5. Creates opportunities for knowledge transfer

Engaging and Persisting with...

Artists Dancers:
What do artists do when they get stuck?
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Diving in 
deep: 

Stretching and 
exploring our 

practice
through book study 

group 

Book Study Structure
Reflection

Time to reflect on the 
transfer points into our 

own practice New Learning
-Ideas confirmed -
Questions -
Disagreements

Transfer Point
-Make it doable
-Anticipate problems
Planning- when, where and time
Aloud-talk through with the group 
-Ideas of evidence to gather

Preparation 
-Norms        -
Reading for 
next time
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Meet some of the book club members 

Jeff Switzer- Physical education
Vanessa Vergil-Kindergarten/1st grade

Molly Mehl-Kindergarten/1st grade
Yeliz Williams-Pre Kindergarten

Laura Gangichiodo-4th grade diverse learner
Kitty Conde-Visual/ Media Arts

Jeremy Guidry-Drama
Christine Reed-Dance
Nate Manaen-Principal

Book Study Goals
● Common Academic Language

○ Incorporate 8 Studio Habits into other classrooms
● Multi Modalities for diverse learners
● Nuance of Growth

○ Assessments utilizing 8 Studio Habits
● Resources

○ Ways for the school and community to support the 
arts 
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What do writers and readers do when they get stuck?

Writers and Readers Engage and Persist

“I learned about the language the essentials Arts staff used and started using the word 
“persevere” a lot with my students. This is a word that we often say in first grade whenever 
we feel frustrated/confused about a new concept/skill we are learning about.” -Vanessa

Dancers Reflect

“This reflection process has proved to be helpful for 
students because it encourages them to think about 
what went well and what can be improved, while 
thinking about their work individually, their work as part 
of a group or ensemble, and what they admired in 
others’ work.  This has been successful in having 
students have open, honest conversations about their 
dance work and the work of others in an effort to 
improve their dance learning.” -Christine Reed
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Scientists 
Observe and 
Reflect

Metacognition: 
Naming Our 
Thinking

Actors Understand The Art World
through problem solving in collaboration
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Pre kindergarten Envisioning in inquiry

Stretch and explore through
PLAY SUPPORTS INQUIRY
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Pre kindergarten Reflect and Express through 
choosing the writing and drawing that represent 

their best thoughts and ability.

Diverse Learners Engage and Persist with 
POWER CARDS

“I used "power cards" to 
encourage students to 
engage and persist. They 
are all connected to 
individual student interests.” 
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Staff can expand collaborative skills 
through stretching and exploring

Working on 
collaborative practice 
needs more 
processing/creation 
time to make it feel 
more interesting like 
“play,” not just 
paperwork- Nate

Takeaways
● Engage and Persist

○ Takes the teacher out of the equation
○ Creates self awareness

● Stretch and Explore
○ Play

● Envisioning
○ Appropriate balance of teacher modeling and student-directed creativity
○ Help teachers foster skill of envisioning when thinking through their practice

● Shared Language
○ 8 studio habits overlap in classroom practices
○ Language that develops thinking, metacognition

● Students need to recognize an opportunity to utilize skills before they are inclined 
to use them

● Core benefits
○ thinking, imagination, persistence, art knowledge, creatively , accepting giving 

critique, inquiry skills, social skills, communication
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Challenge
“For me the challenge was that the book was written mostly with reference to high schoolers, 
which was difficult to relate to for early childhood in many ways.”- Molly 

Now 
we 

have 
a k-8 
book

Slides and additional resources 
available at

www.studiothinking.org


